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Wallace (surname) Jump to navigation Jump to search. Wallace is a Scottish surname derived from
the Anglo-Norman French waleis, which is in turn derived from a cognate of the Old English wylisc
(pronounced "wullish") meaning "foreigner" or "Welshman" (etymology; see also Wallach and
Walhaz).
Wallace (surname) - Wikipedia
Census Record. There are 3,000 census records available for the last name Wallace. Like a window
into their day-to-day life, Wallace census records can tell you where and how your ancestors
worked, their level of education, veteran status, and more. Search 1940's US census records for
Wallace.
Wallace Family History - Ancestry.com
The surname Wallace was first found in Ayrshire (Gaelic: Siorrachd Inbhir Àir), formerly a county in
the southwestern Strathclyde region of Scotland, that today makes up the Council Areas of South,
East, and North Ayrshire where in 1173 AD Richard Wallensis obtained the lands that belonged to
the former kingdom of Strathclyde called Richardstoun (now Riccarton) by a grant from the King.
His son, Richard Walency (or Waleis) witnessed several charters between 1190 and 1220, showing
his ...
Wallace History, Family Crest & Coats of Arms
Last name: Wallace. Recorded in the spellings of Wallace, Wallice, Walles, Wallis and Wallas, and
first recorded in England, the surname derivation is from the Norman French word 'waleis', meaning
a 'foreigner'. In England this was generally taken to mean a Welshman or a person living in the
border counties of England and Wales,...
Surname Database: Wallace Last Name Origin
Origin, Meaning and Family History of the Wallace Name. Early people recorded as bearing this
surname include Henry le Waleis (Wiltshire), Roger le Waleis (Oxford), Adam le Waleys (Oxford),
Iggelram le Waleys (Wiltshire), andWiliam le Wales (Sussex), who were recorded in the Hundred
Rolls of 1273 AD.
Wallace Family Crest, Coat of Arms and Name History
Surname Dictionary. Lang. See Wallace. Wallace Very numerous: all areas, particularly E Ulster. Ir.
de Bhailís. Le Waleis was the Norman term for British Celts, both Welsh and Strathclyde Britons. The
name is mainly Scottish, hence the strong presence in Ulster. In the south, they may be CambroNormans and synonymous with Walsh. See Wallis. SI & DBS.
Wallace in Ireland - John Grenham
Wallace. In 1760 she married John Dunlop of Dunlop, the friend of the poet Robert Burns. His eldest
son, Sir John Dunlop, succeeded his maternal grandmother as sixth Baronet of Craigie, and
assumed the name of Wallace.
Wallace Family Crest and History - heraldry.celticradio.net
Wallace Family History & Genealogy 14 photos , 107,748 biographies , and last name history of the
Wallace family, shared by AncientFaces Members.
Wallace Family History: Last Name Origin & Meaning
Alexander Spiers, the biggest of these merchants, bought up the estate of Helen Wallace, the last of
the William Wallace line, in 1767. Spiers built for himself a stately mansion which he named
Elderslie House.
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the select surnames website
Wallace was originally a postman named Jerry, but Nick Park felt the name did not fit with Gromit.
Wallace has a different look in A Grand Day Out, his top of his head is smaller, bigger ears and his
mouth is not so wide. In 2009, Nick Park said Wallace is born on 7 August 1959, So Wallace is
currently 59 years old.
Wallace | Wallace and Gromit Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Wallace family history dates back to 1173 in Ayreshire, Scotland, where the King granted lands to
Richard Wallensis, great-grandfather to William Wallace. Fittingly, the Wallace motto is "pro
libertate", meaning "for liberty".
Wallace Family History - Archives
About the Wallace surname The name "Wallace" was originally G-A-L-L-E-I-U-S (later Walleis,
Walleys, Wallays, Wallensis)."Galleius" means "a stranger." "Wallays' or" Wallensis" (which was
used by Sir William Wallace) and various other forms, of which le Waleis or Waleys were the
commonest in both Scottish and English records of the 12th and ...
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